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K  Poul  Anderson Collected Works Industrial Revolution - The setting is early in the 1960s at the 
advent of the modern space age. An enterprising company has set 
up a mining endeavor on an out-world to collect, process, and sell 
atmospheric gas products. The company is initially successful and an 
unnamed government entity of Earth has mobilized the Navy (??) to 
manufacture an incident to enable to government to shut down the 
operation and subsequently take it over. The company rebels and, 
led by the protagonists Mike Blades and Jimmy Chung, manage to 
derail the incident and save the company. This leads to the eventual 
successful establishment of quasi-independent out-worlds able to 
hold their own in the marketplace without Big Government control.  

K  H.  Beam 
Piper 

Collected Works Little Fuzzy 

K  Julie E.  Czerneda Trade Pact 
Universe; 

A Thousand Words For Stranger - the story of a woman on the run, 
from the law, her own people, and an unknown pursuer. Her memory 
taken from her by a stasis block, Sira must stay free long enough to 
regain her identity and the full use of her telepathic powers-for failure 
may cost not only her own future but that of her entire race. 

K  Julie E.  Czerneda Species 
Imperative 
Series 

Survival - When her Field Base is mysteriously attacked, Dr. 
Mackenzie Connor must flee for her life. Joining forces with an alien 
archaeologist, she escapes to his planet on a quest to find a defense 
against the unknown agressor-before they launch a full-scale 
invasion of Earth. 
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K  Julie E.  Czerneda Web Shifters Beholder's Eye - It should have been simple enough to follow that 
first Rule, the rule intended to keep Esen's kind safe in a universe 
filled with aliens willing to distrust and fear anything as different as 
the Web. They were the last survivors of their race, able to live on 
and communicate through energy, capable of assuming the shape of 
any other species. But when Esen, youngest and least experienced, 
is assigned to a world considered safe to explore, nothing is simple 
any more. She stumbles into a trap no one could have anticipated. 
To escape, she must violate the most important rule of her kind, and 
reveal the existence of her species to a fellow prisoner – a human 
being. Now the Web is in danger of extinction, for even if the human 
does not betray her, the Enemy who has long searched for her kind 
may finally discover their location. 
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K  Thomas  DePrima Galaxy 
Unknown 

A Galaxy Unknown - June 6th, 2267 - A life-pod, missed by 
rescuers following the mysterious explosion of a Space Command 
vessel a decade earlier, is discovered by a passing freighter in deep 
space. A young officer, still cocooned in stasis sleep, is found inside. 
When revived, Ensign Jenetta Carver learns of the lawlessness that 
now suffuses interstellar space. Pirates and slavers seem able to 
attack and pillage with impunity. Space Command has committed its 
full resources to stopping the anarchy, but criminal groups have 
grown immensely powerful. Although determined to rejoin SC as 
soon as possible, Jenetta is captured by pirates before that can 
happen. At first she fears for her life, but when she's indelibly marked 
as a pleasure slave, she gets mad; fighting mad. And when they 
tamper with her DNA to make her appear sexier, she gets even 
madder; killing mad. Can a petite blonde, cut off from Space 
Command, create more mayhem among the criminal elements than 
a full decade of SC effort? You'd better believe it! 

K  Alan E. Nourse Collection Star Surgeon - the story of Dal Timgar, the first alien ever to 
graduate from the universally prestigious earth medical schools. To 
become a full-fledged star surgeon, Dal must first fight the prejudices 
of his superiors, and then the rigors of an interstellar emergency.  
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K  Randolph  Lalonde Spinward Fringe Origins - It is the distant future and one man, Jonas Valent, is letting 
his life slip by. He is employed by Freeground station as a port traffic 
controller, a job he took after completing a tour in the military. His 
only real joy in life is his participation in true-to-life military 
simulations with a cadre of friends who come together regularly to 
defeat challenges made to test the brightest military cadets and 
officers alike. These restricted scenarios stand as an addictive 
preoccupation that is so enticing that they ignore the potential 
repercussions of breaking in to participate. 

K  Lois  McMaster 
Bujold 

Miles; Shards of Honor 

K  Jules  Verne Collected Works  

K  S. L. Viehl Stardoc Series Stardoc - Dr. Cherijo Grey Veil leaves Earth and accepts a position 
as a physician at Kevarzanga-2's FreeClinic. Her surgical skills are 
desperately needed on a hostile frontier world with over 200 sentient 
species--and her understanding of alien physiology is nothing short 
of miraculous. But the truth behind her expertise is a secret which, if 
discovered, could have disastrous consequences between human 
and alien relations... 

K  David  Weber Honorverse  
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P  Ann  Aguirre Sirantha Jax  Grimspace - Sirantha Jax is the carrier of a rare gene, which gives 
her the ability to jump ships through grimspace. This talent shortens 
her life expectancy but allows her to work as a navigator for the Corp, 
who can then provide Interstellar travel to the paying customer. 
When the ship she's navigating crashes, Jax is imprisoned and 
interrogated. But she has no memory of the crash. A man called 
March breaks into her cell and offers to help her, she accepts his 
offer, because she really has no place left to go. But the Corp haven't 
finished with her yet.  

P  C. J.  Cherryh Foriegner series  

P  Tanya  Huff Confederation 
Novels 

Valor's Choice - Staff Sergeant Torin Kerr is a professional soldier, 
a marine, who, in between kicking ass, spends time looking after and 
guiding a new officer.  
The mission is a diplomatic one, tasked to encourage an alien 
species (The Silviss) to join a Confederation of allies fighting a 
formidable enemy. It all seems to be going well, in spite of her dislike 
of and unfamiliarity of diplomacy and protocol, but suddenly, 
following a crash while on route to yet another diplomatic event she 
and her platoon are forced to fight the young of the Silviss.  

P  Wen  Spencer Ukiah Oregon 
Novels 

Tinker; Alien Taste; A Brother’s Price 

P K Isaac  Asimov Foundation 
series 

 

P Y Orson  Scott 
Card 

Ender  

 
 


